The 5th International Chemical Manufacturers Summit
The 2th international Green Coatings industry Development forum
Topic: Global Manufacturing Innovation - Development Opportunities of Specialty Chemicals and New Materials Industry

Place: Renaissance Shanghai Pudong Hotel (Five-Star) Date: 18th-20th, 2009 (Wednesday-Friday)

Co-organizers:
- Sino-EU Chemical Manufacturers
- United Nations Industrial Development Organization
- International Council of Chemical Association
- European Chemical Industry Council

Media:

Invitation

Based on the background of big changes of green innovation and "post-crisis era" in global manufacturing, it'll still be the concerned focus for global chemical manufacturers in 2010, green manufacturing way and prospects of chemical industry, the present economic situation, climate, energy crisis, the global situation of low-carbon economic development, how to deal with such challenges chemical industrial enterprises are facing as environmental protection, health, safety, enterprise social responsibility, global climate change, how to innovate and develop green technology, optimize the industrial chain and investment, achieve industrial sustainable development, and how to find the direction of industrial development in the post-crisis period.

The 5th International Chemical Manufacturers Summit, organized by Sino-EU Chemical Manufacturers Association, United Nations Industrial Development Organization, will be held on November, 18th-20th, 2009 in Renaissance Shanghai Pudong Hotel (Five-Star). More than 300 top leading global chemical investors, financial experts from international precedent chemical manufacturers, government, associations will converge in Shanghai. The attendees will focus on green manufacturing, enterprise growth, new investment opportunities in the global manufacturing new environment. The summit will also explore a unique set of green technology innovation and cooperation mode, and bring innovative solutions to specialty chemicals and materials industry. This summit is
composed of Green Manufacturing Forum, International Chemical Investment and Cooperation Summit, International Green Coatings Industry Development Forum, And it will also be the top-level leaders dialogue in global chemical manufacturing industry.

We sincerely invite you to attend this forum, to share green innovation and the future cooperation in chemical manufacturing industry, especially coating manufacturing industry to promote jointly the sustainable development of green manufacturing and chemical & coating industry.

Agenda

On the afternoon of Nov 17th (Tuesday) Check in and participate in the cocktail reception for foreign representatives

On the afternoon of Nov 18th (Wednesday) CEO Roundtable--Green Manufacturing Forum

Topic : Low-Carbon Economy--- Green Innovation and Win-win Harmony

13:15PM Check in/ Wearing badges to attend
   Place: Renaissance Shanghai Pudong Hotel ( Five-Star )
13:45PM Opening Ceremony:Executive Chairman;  Mr. Christian Jourquin, President of CEFIC
14:00PM-17:30PM CEO Round table---Green Manufacturing Forum.
14:00PM Themes I  How to seek green industrial chain and optimize profitable growth for chemical manufacturing?
   [Panel discussion] Explore global warming and energy constrain, the rational use of resources and energy, lower production costs, and the resource, energy and environmental issues. Strategies: we need to develop and apply low-carbon technology of chemical industry, implement green strategies into the whole production process, take the green-based road to low power, low emissions, low pollution, low-carbon technologies. Thinking: how do the chemical manufacturing find the green industrial chain? How do the specialty chemicals and materials industrial innovate and optimize profitable growth?

15:30PM Tea Break / Communication
15:45PM Themes II "Post-Crisis Era"- Opportunities （China）of Green Manufacturing
17:00PM "Shanghai Declaration"- the Signing Ceremony of Green Manufacturing for United Nations Industrial Development Organization

17:15PM CEO Press Conference
18:00PM Pujiang Cruise / Cocktail Party

On the morning of Nov 19th (Thursday)[Main Venue] The 5th International Chemical Investment and Cooperation Summit

Agenda

Topic : Global Revolution in the Fine Chemicals Manufacturing- Investment Opportunities of Specialty Chemicals and New Materials

8:10AM-8 : 45AM Check in/ Wearing badges to attend
   Place: Renaissance Shanghai Pudong Hotel ( Five-Star )
8:00AM Green Exhibition open to the outside world
8:15AM-8:45AM Receive guests and take joint-photo in the VIP Room
9:00AM Opening Ceremony
   Executive Chairman: Mr. Jeanhenry Eigeman, Vice-Chairman of European Committee
9:30AM Investors top Summit
10:30AM Tea Break / Communication

11:10AM Symposium: "Post-Crisis Era"- Industrial distribution of High-tech Fine Chemicals Manufacturing Investment Revolution
12:20AM Joint-photo
12:30AM Buffet Lunch
13:30PM-17:30PM Cooperation Conference (China) for investors from Europe, American and Asia
13:30PM |Specialty Chemical Manufacturing| Topic Low-Carbon Economy: Industry Opportunities of High-performance Green Paint and Specialty Chemicals
15:30PM Tea Break / Communication
16:00PM Project negotiations
[Cooperation]1, environment-friendly materials• specialty chemicals, water-based coatings, powder coatings, corrosion protection paints, car paints, paints for plastics, tube lacquers, high solid coatings• resins, adhesives& glues , staining agents, injection agents, olvents, defoamer, paint thinner, desicants, fillers, sealants, cements for paint systems, custom synthetic chemicals• biological materials• bio-energy, etc. 2, Merger and share potential low-carbon technology companies, The high-tech risk investment projects, new and green high-tech projects that receive primary supports from the State, and so on.
18:00PM Welcoming banquet

Nov 20th (Friday) [Venue] The 2nd International Green Coatings Industry Development Forum

Co-organizers:

CEPE
CSI
NPCA

**Agenda**

8:00AM-8:50AM Register/Continental Breakfast
8:30AM Innovative Exhibition open to the outside world
9:00AM Opening Ceremony Executive Chairman: Mr. Don MacDonald FTSC, President of CSI
9:10AM top Summit
10:20AM Tea Break / Communication
10:35AM Symposium: Green Manufacturing—Development and Industrialization of Water-based Industrial Coatings
12:20AM Buffet lunch
14:00PM Themes: the Application of water-based protective Coatings & application techniques in the petrochemical industry
15:15PM Tea Break / Communication
15:30PM Themes: Water-based automotive coatings research and innovative spraying techniques application
16:50PM Discussion: How to optimize industrial chain and break through water-based development in Chinese auto coatings?
18:00 PM Welcoming banquet

[Display area] Industrial Coatings: Water-based coatings, powder coatings, high solids coatings • automotive coatings, plastics coatings, anti-corrosion coatings and other green paint. Coating raw materials/additives: Titanium Dioxide, curing agents, defoamers, preservatives, fillers, pigments, wax, resin, modifiers, adhesives, sealants, spray equipment, laboratory equipment, test equipment, nano-materials etc.

Sino-EU Chemical Manufacturers Association
Profession Coatings Organization Committee
The 5th International Chemical Manufacturers Summit

Contacts:
Katherine Liu
Manager, International Department, Euro-American Region
Sino-EU Chemical Manufacturers Association (SECMA)
Profession Coatings Organization Committee
Add: 4F, Offshore Oil Tower, No.583 Lingling Rd, Shanghai, P.R. China 200030
Tel: +86-(0)21-34241826(office), Mobile: +86-13651712893, Fax: +86- (0)21-64389235
Website: www.scicc.com.cn  www.secma.org.cn
E-mail: secma@secma.org.cn  Katherineshanghai@163.com